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A Recipe for Success? 

Sustaining Creativity Among First-Time Creative Producers 

 

Abstract 

Sustaining creativity is difficult. We identify the conditions that determine repeat production of 

novelty among first-time producers, and the psychological mechanism transmitting their effects. 

Our theoretical model highlights that the novelty of a first production can lower the probability 

of creating a second production, particularly when the first production is bestowed with an award 

or recognition. This effect occurs primarily because individuals who win an award for a prior 

novel production experience a greater threat to their creative identity when anticipating having to 

produce follow-up novel work. We test our theoretical model in three studies: an archival study 

of first-time cookbook authors in the United Kingdom and two experiments. Our results provide 

some support for our theoretical model—award-winning producers of novel cookbooks (or ideas 

for them) are less likely to follow-up their initial production with a second one, largely because 

of the potential erosion to a person’s creative identity that doing so may cause. Our findings 

highlight the intricacies of sustaining creativity over time and offer insights into why some 

producers abandon their creative efforts. 

 

Keywords: novelty, repeat creativity, creative identity, award, cultural product 
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“I want to do the best I can with the talent God gave me. I hope to goodness that every novel I do 

gets better and better... In other words, all I want to be is the Jane Austin of south Alabama...” 

—Harper Lee interviewed in New York, March, 1964 

Harper Lee wrote one of the bestselling and most acclaimed American novels of all time, 

“To Kill a Mockingbird.” Yet, her first book was the only book she ever wrote (a second book, 

“Go Set a Watchman” written in the mid-1950s and published in July 2015 is considered to be a 

first draft of “To Kill a Mockingbird”). Contrast this with Toni Morrison. Her first book, “The 

Bluest Eye”—the story of a young African-American girl longing to have blue eyes as a way to 

assume a new racial identity—received only minimal critical attention when first published. Yet, 

she went on to write the “Song of Solomon” and “Beloved,” both of which brought her national 

attention and won her the National Book Critics Award and the Pulitzer Prize, respectively. She 

was awarded the Noble Prize in Literature in 1993. 

What causes some producers to struggle to repeat their initial creative production while 

others go on to continually produce creative works? Some research has examined creativity—the 

production of something novel and potentially useful (Amabile, 1996; Oldham & Cummings, 

1996)—over time. This work has shown that producers often create increasingly incremental 

work as time goes on (e.g., Audia & Goncalo, 2007; Conti et al., 2014; Mannucci & Yong, 2018; 

Miron-Spektor et al., 2021). Yet, what determines whether or not producers continue the process 

of creative production at all, rather than abandoning it, is not well understood. The basic premise 

underlying our arguments is the notion that some of the factors that have been known to enhance, 

at least to some degree, the success of a creative production—the novelty of the underlying idea 

and the acclaim that is bestowed upon it via an award or recognition—can, paradoxically, serve 

to constrain a producer’s appetite to produce follow-up work in that same domain. 

We test these arguments in the context of the cookbook market. The cookbook market is 

an ideal context for us to examine sustained creativity, for two reasons. First, cookbooks are 
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creative works (Carson et al., 2005; Caves, 2000). In addition to providing instruction on how to 

cook, cookbooks introduce audiences to new recipes or cooking techniques from different 

cultures or to novel recipes created by the author (Notaker, 2017). Second, writing a cookbook is 

a labor of love (Notaker, 2017). The cookbook market therefore mirrors the context of many 

organizations in which people can make voluntary creative contributions (e.g., Acar, 2019; 

Deichmann et al., 2021; Deichmann and Van den Ende, 2014; Miron-Spektor et al., 2021) and 

where intrinsic motivation is a key factor in individuals making these proactive contributions 

(Amabile, 1996; Unsworth, 2001).  

To test our theoretical model, we conducted three studies—an archival study of first-time 

cookbook authors in the United Kingdom and two experimental studies. The results of our three 

studies suggest that novelty of a first production can reduce the probability of producing follow-

up work, particularly when producers are recognized for their achievement by winning an award 

for it. This effect occurs principally because first-time, award-winning producers of work of 

greater novelty experience a greater threat to their creative identity when faced with the daunting 

task of having to produce a second, novel production in the same domain. 

Our study makes two primary contributions. First, our work highlights the difficulties that 

people have in sustaining creativity over time. Among the 224 first-time authors in the UK, only 

about 50 percent publish a second book. In our two experimental studies, the percentage of first-

time producers who decided to develop a second idea as opposed to exploiting the first idea was 

21 and 34, respectively. Indeed, among producers of novel work, winning an award for it 

significantly reduces the likelihood of producing follow-up novel work. We contribute to the 

literature by building theory and by providing empirical evidence for a model of creative 

productivity over time and in the same domain. In doing so, we identify some of the key factors 

that regulate the extent to which people remain creatively productive and offer some practical 
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guidance for how to ameliorate the forces that deter people from continually engaging the 

process of creating new ideas. 

Second, our work contributes to our understanding of the potential constraining effects of 

being recognized or awarded for one’s creative achievements. Previous research has 

predominantly focused on the benefits of awards (Azoulay et al., 2014; Podolny, 2005). Our 

finding in Study 1 that award-winning, first-time authors are more likely to publish a second 

book is consistent with this body of work. However, our model highlights an interesting nuance 

to this effect. On average, winning an award has benefits. Yet, the often-hailed status benefits 

associated with winning an award become less valuable in the hands of people whose previous 

work has clearly defied the norms. This insight suggests a boundary condition to the generally 

positive effects of awards on performance. 

Theoretical Development 

In building our theoretical model, we focus on the factors that are most likely to be of 

particular salience and relevance to first-time producers of creative work (i.e., those who produce 

and share or publicize creative work for the first time in the domain in which they are 

working)—the novelty of the first production (Askin & Mauskapf, 2017; Salganik et al., 2006; 

Uzzi et al., 2013) as well as whether or not producers receive some form of recognition for their 

inaugural production. Novelty is a necessary but not a sufficient criterion for creativity—for an 

idea to be considered creative it also has to have potential utility (Amabile, 1996). Yet, while 

utility is a desired feature in a creative product (as it is a desired featured in any non-creative 

product as well), it is novelty that is the essential and distinguishing characteristic of any idea 
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that is labeled “creative” (Baer, 2012).1, 2 With respect to recognition, we focus on the role that 

awards play in affecting the psychology of first-timer producers. Awards serve as a mechanism 

for cultural elites to consecrate and establish the quality of certain cultural productions that align 

with their tastes (Bourdieu, 1993; Karpik, 2010). This is true especially in cultural domains in 

which establishing the quality of a production is notoriously challenging and where awards are 

especially prominent as a result (Jensen & Kim, 2015; Rossman & Schilke, 2014). Given the 

importance of recognition and awards to the success of creative productions and to the standing 

of first-time producers, we expect them to play a particularly prominent role in determining the 

extent to which producers follow-up their first novel production with a subsequent one. 

Novelty, Awards, and Sustained Novelty 

We base our arguments on role identity theory (Markus & Wurf, 1987; Riley & Burke, 

1995). According to the theory, the self is comprised of the various social roles that an individual 

occupies (Piliavin & Callero, 1991). Of particular interest here is an individual’s creative role 

identity (Farmer et al., 2003; Jaussi et al., 2007). A creative role identity captures how central the 

notion of being creative is to a person’s view of the self—the more pronounced the identity, the 

more individuals see creativity as an essential part of “who they are” (Tierney & Farmer, 2011). 

Like other role identities, a creative role identity emerges over time. As individuals look 

back on their actions, they engage in an interpretative process reconciling them in an attempt to 

confirm and support the identity (Farmer et al., 2003). Thus, past creative actions, when viewed 

reflexively by the self, can contribute to the strengthening of a creative role identity. Based on 

this logic, we would expect that first-time producers of work of greater novelty—which is the 

 
1 Novelty and conventionality are two end points of a continuum that reflects the relative (to the domain of 

cookbooks, in our case) amount of new ideas embodied in a creative production. We thus are focusing on how 

producers of creative work themselves articulate and perceive the novelty of their own work. 
2 We acknowledge that there is a growing body of research examining how people evaluate creativity. This work 

shows that producers and evaluators of creative work tend to have a bias against novelty and, instead, prefer and 

reward the average (e.g., Cattani et al., 2017; Harvey & Mueller, 2021; Mueller et al., 2012; Uzzi et al., 2013). 
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essence of creativity—are more likely to strengthen their creative role identity. Furthermore, as 

role identities are generally maintained and strengthened by engaging in role-consistent 

behaviors, producers who view creativity as a central aspect of who they are should be more 

likely to produce creative work going forward (Farmer et al., 2003; Jaussi et al., 2007; Vincent & 

Kouchaki, 2016). The application of this logic to the context of the present research suggests that 

the novelty of a producer’s first cookbook or an idea for it should enhance the likelihood of a 

producer following-up the first production with a second novel one. 

The above arguments apply to circumstances in which first-time producers have not had 

recognition for their work bestowed upon them. Winning an award for one’s work changes the 

nature of the relationship between novelty of a first production and the likelihood of follow-up 

productivity. Specifically, we argue that winning an award moderates the relationship between 

the novelty of a first production and subsequent creative productivity, such that it constrains the 

creative productivity of first-time producers of novel work. As a consequence, these producers 

are less likely to produce creative work in the same domain. 

As creativity is considered a quality that is rare and valuable (Amabile, 1996), individuals 

with a creative role identity may come to view their abilities as unique and special (Grimes, 

2018; Vincent & Kouchaki, 2016). This is particularly likely to be the case when these abilities 

and their uniqueness are made salient to the self and others. Naturally, receiving an award for 

one’s novel contributions—an honor that is typically only bestowed upon a select few—makes 

salient the rarity and special nature of a creative role identity. While the realization that one’s 

creative gifts are rare and special may be associated with some benefits, it also highlights the 

potential that this unique and special identity can be lost. Given the rarity of novel ideas, 

individuals are aware of the difficulty of producing follow-up work that can rival their initial 

creative production. The prospect of seeing one’s creative identity erode is a generally aversive 

and threatening experience that people try to avoid (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Pettit et al., 
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2010; Thaler, 1980). Indeed, producing follow-up work that potentially pales compared to one’s 

initial production is likely to be perceived as particularly threatening, as it would lead to a public 

and private erosion of one’s identity as a producer of creative work (Jensen & Kim, 2015). 

We define creative identity threat as (anticipated) experiences appraised as indicating 

potential harm to the value, meaning, or enactment of a person’s creative identity (Petriglieri, 

2011). Applied to the present context, first-time producers appraise the anticipated experience of 

producing follow-up work that may not live up to the expectations implied by a producer’s 

creative identity as potentially harmful. Thus, it is not an award per se that creates a threat to a 

first-time producer’s creative identity but the prospect of jeopardizing this identity—an identity 

that was made salient by having won an award—with follow-up work that may pale in 

comparison to the producer’s expectations. 

When faced with a threat to one’s identity, individuals often resort to what is called 

identity-restructuring (Petriglieri, 2011). Individuals can restructure their identity in one of three 

ways. They can change the importance (i.e., devaluing) of the identity, they can alter the 

meaning of the threatened identity (i.e., reinterpreting), or they can abandon the identity 

altogether (Petriglieri, 2011). Changing the meaning associated with an identity is particularly 

likely in cases in which the threated identity is newly established, as would be the case among 

first-time authors of novel work. For instance, rather than thinking of themselves as “creators of 

cutting-edge recipes,” such individuals may revise their identity to being the “ambassador of a 

cuisine.” Under such circumstances, research suggests that producers, instead of continuing the 

process of creative production, are likely to exploit their achievements by engaging in a range of 

activities (e.g., traveling, writing food blogs, live appearances) that are largely unrelated to the 
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primary activity of producing creative work in that domain (Bothner et al., 2012; Malmendier & 

Tate, 2009)—a response termed cruising (Dahm et al., 2019).3 

Overall, then, there is theory and evidence to suggest that awards can be a blessing in 

disguise—consecration is particularly valuable to first-time producers of conventional work 

because it provides status benefits but undermines the probability of continuous engagement in 

the creative process among producers of novel work. Thus, we expect novelty of a first 

cookbook (idea) to increase the probability that first-time authors publish a second book (Study 

1) or come up with another idea for such a book (Studies 2 and 3). This effect occurs because 

having produced novel work fosters a creative identity that, in the face of having to come up with 

a second production, remains intact among non-winners but is threatened among winners. With 

the threat of the erosion of one’s creative identity looming large when anticipating having to 

produce novel work going forward, we contend that producers of award-winning, novel 

productions are more likely to abandon the creative process: 

Hypothesis 1: Awards will moderate the relationship between the novelty of an initial 

production and the probability of subsequent creative productivity, such that the 

relationship is positive for non-winners and negative for winners. 

Hypothesis 2: There will be an indirect effect of the interaction between novelty and 

awards on subsequent creative productivity through threat to creative identity. 

Overview of Studies, Transparency, and Openness 

To test our theoretical model, we first conducted an archival study of the UK cookbook 

market. The goal of our first study was to establish the external validity of our model. Given the 

 
3 In contrast to changing the meaning associated with an identity, reducing its importance is more likely to occur in 

cases in which the identity is more established. The reason for this is that reducing the importance of an established 

identity is often less costly than altering its meaning. Finally, exiting an identity is more likely to occur when there 

are repeated or strong threats to an identity and individuals can easily switch to an alternative identity—conditions 

that are unlikely to be met in our work (Petriglieri, 2011). 
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nature of the design, we were not able to test the indirect effect of novelty and awards through 

threat to creative identity. Thus, Study 1 tested Hypothesis 1 only. To evaluate the validity of our 

mediation argument and to rule out alternative mediating mechanisms, we conducted two 

experiments (Studies 2 and 3) in which we manipulated novelty and winning an award and 

measured our mediating variable halfway through the experiment. Thus, Studies 2 and 3 were 

designed to test Hypothesis 2 as well as to allow us to make causal inferences.  

Detailed descriptions of the methodology of the three studies are included in the Online 

Appendix. We describe our sampling plan, all data exclusions (if any), all manipulations, and all 

measures in the study, and we adhered to the Journal of Applied Psychology methodological 

checklist. Data and analysis code of Study 1 are not available due to their proprietary nature. 

Data and analysis code of Study 2 and 3 are available (https://doi.org/10.25397/eur.c.5910647). 

Data were analyzed using Stata, version 16.1 and using Hayes (2017) PROCESS procedure, 

version 3.5 in SPSS, version 26. The design, hypotheses, and analysis of Study 1 and 2 were not 

preregistered. Study 3’s design, hypotheses, and analysis were preregistered 

(https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=TD5_91C).  

Study 1: Methods 

Empirical Context and Sample 

We tested Hypothesis 1 in the context of the UK cookbook market. In building our 

dataset, we combined several sources of information. First, we used data from Nielsen BookScan 

to identify authors who published for the first time a cookbook in the UK in either 2011 or 2012. 

The dataset contains the top 5,000 titles per year and captures all cookbooks that were sold 31 

times or more in 2011 and 37 times or more in 2012. From this list of cookbooks, we removed 

all titles that listed no author, that had a publishing company listed as the author, that were 

written by a group of people, or that provided no information on certain variables, such as 

recommended retail price. Then, we checked amazon.co.uk and waterstones.com whether the 

https://doi.org/10.25397/eur.c.5910647
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books we had identified were indeed the very first cookbooks written by the authors in our 

sample. This approach left us with a list of 105 authors who had published their first cookbook in 

2011 and 119 who had published their first cookbook in 2012. Overall, our sample consisted of 

224 unique cookbooks/authors. 

From the Nielsen BookScan database we also collected information on sales volume for 

each cookbook, its recommended retail price, date of publication, category classification, and 

whether the book was published in hardback or paperback format. We complemented this 

information with data from amazon.co.uk and waterstones.com, where we searched for 

information on whether an author had published a second book in the five years following the 

publication of the first book. While conducting our search, we downloaded a description of each 

cookbook along with relevant author information. Next, we conducted a more general internet 

search to locate information that went beyond the author descriptions provided by amazon.co.uk 

(e.g., author age). Finally, we searched for any award that a cookbook may have received. 

Independent and Dependent Variables 

Novelty 

To capture the degree of novelty of a first cookbook, we used a content analysis 

approach, similar to that used in previous work (Uotila et al., 2009; Vagnani, 2015). We first 

created two lexica. We built our two word lists by first adopting the list developed by Uotila et 

al. (2009) and then refining it based on an expert’s review of the descriptions of the cookbooks in 

our sample. The words and word roots that we used to identify conventionality and novelty are 

presented in Table 1. Using the two lists, we then identified and counted all words that were 

reflective of either novelty or conventionality. 

To derive our measure of novelty, we used the following formula: Number of words 

reflecting novelty / (Number of words reflecting novelty + Number of words reflecting 
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conventionality). The result is a score that indicates the novelty of a book as articulated by the 

author, relative to its conventionality measured at the book-level. 

Insert Table 1 about here 

Award 

To derive our measure of awards a first cookbook received, we first examined online 

records of the three most important cookbook awards: “Gourmand World Cookbook Awards,” 

“James Beard Foundation Book Awards,” and the “IACP Cookbook Awards.” These awards are 

given across a range of categories and are determined by a diverse set of experts. In addition, we 

searched in the description and reviews sections for each cookbook on amazon.co.uk for any 

other potential awards and these included, for example, the “Guild of Food Writers Awards.” We 

coded awards as 1 if the cookbook had received one or more awards and 0 in all other cases. 

While it is tempting to assume that novel work is more likely to receive an award (e.g., 

Verhoeven et al., 2016), previous research that did differentiate the nomination for or receipt of 

an award from the novelty of the work finds zero (e.g., Szatmari, 2016) or even negative 

correlations between the two variables (e.g., Perretti & Negro, 2006). This is confirmed in our 

data; the correlation between novelty and awards (r = 0.104) is non-significant. 

Publication of Second Book 

We coded this variable as 1 if an author published a second cookbook within a five-year 

period following the publication of the first book (i.e., before December, 31st 2016 for all authors 

who published their first cookbook in 2011 and before December, 31st 2017 for all authors who 

published their first cookbook in 2012). 112 authors published at least one other cookbook 

during those time periods. A small number of authors published their second book in the same 
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calendar year as their first book. However, this was not the norm—the authors in our sample 

needed an average of two years (754 days) to publish their second book.4 

Control Variables 

Author-related Controls 

We controlled for author age, author sex (female author), whether an author lives outside 

UK, and whether an author is Michelin-starred restaurant chef/owner.  

Book-related Controls 

At the book-level, we controlled for commercial success of the first cookbook, book 

genre (food & drink general - reference category, national & regional cuisine, health dieting & 

wholefood cookery, and vegetarian cookery), recommended retail price, whether a book was 

published as hardback, and the total word count of a cookbook description. 

Study 1: Results 

Table 2 shows descriptive statistics and correlations for our variables. In Table 3 we 

report the results of a logistic regression analysis estimating an author’s likelihood of publishing 

a second book. Consistent with Hypothesis 1, the results show a negative and statistically 

significant interaction between novelty and winning an award (Model 4: β = −5.047, p < .001). A 

plot of the interaction partly confirms our hypothesis (see Figure 1)—novelty reduces the 

likelihood of publishing a second cookbook among award-winners (simple slope β = −.644, p < 

.001). Contrary to Hypothesis 1, however, novelty also reduces the likelihood of publishing a 

second cookbook among non-winners (simple slope β = −.234, p < .01), just significantly less so. 

Insert Tables 2 & 3 and Figure 1 about here 

Study 1: Discussion 

 
4 Excluding the 12 authors who published both their first and second cookbook in the same calendar year does not 

substantively alter our results. Our results also are robust against the exclusion of an additional 36 authors who 

wrote their second cookbook within one year after publishing their first.  
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The results of Study 1 are partly consistent with our arguments. First-time authors of 

more novel cookbooks (as opposed to authors of more conventional work) are less likely to 

publish a second book in cases in which they had won an award for their first book. While we 

expected novelty to become a constraint for award-winning first-time producers, we expected 

non-winners to be able to capitalize on the novelty of their first production and their strengthened 

creative identity by writing and publishing a second book. However, contrary to our arguments, 

our results show that novelty also reduces the likelihood that non-winners produce and publish a 

second cookbook. Thus, novelty seems to make continued creative productivity less likely. 

A limitation of Study 1 is that it does not provide insights into the reasons why first-time 

authors of award-winning novel cookbooks are less likely to produce follow-up novel work in 

the same domain. Study 2 was designed to test our proposed mediating mechanism (Hypothesis 

2) as well as to allow us to draw causal inferences regarding the role that novelty and winning an 

award play in determining continued productivity of novel work. 

Study 2: Methods 

Participants, Tasks, and Procedures 

In exchange for extra course credit, 307 business school students participated in our study 

(ERIM Internal Review Board, title: creativity study, protocol number: 2019/12/03-42648dde). 

We eliminated 43 participants because of failure to pass the attention checks, resulting in a final 

sample size of 264. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions of a 2 

(novelty: novel vs. conventional) × 2 (award: award vs. no award) between-subjects design. 

We told participants that the purpose of the experiment was to help the university to 

create and ultimately produce several cookbooks in order to promote the rich diversity of its 

student population. In support of this effort, we asked participants to develop a creative idea for a 

theme for a potential cookbook—a cookbook for students by students. In addition, we asked 

participants to explain how the idea they had developed was reflective of their personal 
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background. We did this to ensure that participants felt that their personal identity was 

intertwined with the idea for their book, as our mediating mechanism relies on the erosion of 

individuals’ creative identity. An assumption we make here is that the beginnings of the 

development of a creative identity can occur in a relatively short timeframe. Following this, we 

manipulated idea novelty and winning an award. Next, we informed participants that they had to 

choose between one of two follow-up tasks—develop another idea for a second, novel cookbook 

or develop an idea for a strategy for how to market their first cookbook (i.e., our dependent 

variable). After indicating their choice—the point of which was to produce in some participants a 

threat to their newly-established and salient creative identity by confronting them with the task of 

having to produce creative follow-up work—we asked them to complete a measure capturing our 

mediating variable. Then, participants were asked to complete the follow-up task they had 

chosen and, upon completion, were debriefed. 

Manipulations 

Novelty Manipulation 

We manipulated novelty by providing participants with false feedback which they 

received after they had submitted their first cookbook idea (Longoni et al., 2014). We told 

participants that a newly-developed algorithm would instantly evaluate their idea (based on the 

title words and on the description of the theme to the book). In addition, we told them that their 

idea also would be randomly assigned to other participants for evaluation (and we asked the 

focal participant to also evaluate the alleged idea of one other participant) (Hoever et al., 2018). 

The feedback which was ostensibly based on the output of the algorithm and the evaluation of 

the other participants, however, was experimentally predetermined. In the novel condition (N = 

133), the feedback stressed how “highly original and novel” the first idea was considered while 

in the conventional condition (N = 131), the feedback highlighted how “very solid and 

traditional” the first idea was considered. 
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Award Manipulation 

Following the novelty manipulation, participants in the award condition (N = 115) 

received additional feedback and were told that based on an analysis of all entries, the algorithm 

had determined that their cookbook idea was among the ideas most likely to make a big splash in 

the food community. As a recognition of this achievement, we told participants that we were 

considering featuring them on the cover of the university’s magazine as well as on its social 

media accounts. In the no award condition (N = 149), we did not provide such feedback.  

Measures 

Threat to Creative Identity 

To measure this variable, we developed a scale based on the measure of creative role 

identity (e.g., Farmer et al., 2003; Tierney & Farmer, 2011) and based on our reading of the loss 

aversion literature (e.g., Kahneman et al., 1991; Pettit et al., 2010). On a response scale ranging 

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), participants responded to seven different items 

(Cronbach’s alpha = .879). 

Development of Second Idea 

After participants had developed the first idea for a cookbook and had received feedback 

on it, we asked them to choose between two follow-up tasks. Participants could choose between 

developing another idea for a second, different cookbook theme (coded as 1) or an idea for a 

strategy for how to market, publicize or otherwise exploit their first idea (coded as 0). 

Study 2: Results 

Table 4 shows descriptive statistics and Pearson correlations. In Table 5, we report the 

OLS regression estimates for the effects of novelty and winning an award on perceived creative 

identity threat. Consistent with Hypothesis 2, we find a positive and statistically significant 

interaction between award and novelty on perceived creative identity threat (Model 3: β = .671, p 

< .05). We depict this interaction in Figure 2. It shows that in the novelty condition, receiving an 
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award significantly increases participants’ perceived threat to their creative identity in the 

context of anticipating having to develop a second creative idea. Planned contrasts support the 

idea that compared to all other conditions, participants in the high novelty condition perceive a 

greater threat to their creative identity when they also win an award (F[1, 260] = 4.668, ps < .05). 

Insert Tables 4 & 5 and Figure 2 about here 

Next, we ran a logistic regression analysis to predict participants’ likelihood of opting to 

produce a second idea for a different cookbook. Consistent with Hypothesis 2, perceived 

creativity threat has a significant and negative effect on the likelihood that participants decided to 

produce a second idea for a cookbook theme (Model 7: β = −.280, p < .05). In addition, we find 

an indirect effect of the novelty-award interaction on the production of a second idea via creative 

identity threat (index of moderated mediation = −.191, 95% CI [−.464; −.008]) (Hayes, 2017). 

The indirect effect of novelty is negative and significant in the award condition (β = −.134, 95% 

CI [−.337; −.004]) but not significant in the no award condition (β = .057, 95% CI [−.073; .206]). 

Study 2: Discussion 

Consistent with Hypothesis 2, our results suggest that the joint effect of novelty of a first 

production and winning an award for it impacts the probability of producing a second, follow-up 

idea by causing participants to experience a greater threat to their creative identity. This 

observation is consistent with the pattern of results we observed in Study 1 and offers an 

explanatory mechanism for this pattern. 

To replicate our experimental finding and to more precisely pinpoint the psychological 

mechanisms transmitting the joint effect of novelty and awards on repeat creativity, we 

conducted a third experimental study. To verify that the production of novel work would indeed 

trigger the development of a creative identity, we measured this variable after participants were 

informed of the novelty of their work. To rule out alternative mediating mechanism, we also 
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measured participants’ desire to exploit their initial creative work as well as their belief that 

having generated novel work may cause a drop in creativity over time—a belief that is known as 

the creative cliff illusion (Lucas & Nordgren, 2020). Finally, in addition to offering participants 

the opportunity to exploit their initial production by simply marketing it, we also offered the 

opportunity to exploit it by creating a sequel. We did so to rule out the possibility that our 

previous results were driven partially by offering participants a second choice—creating a 

marketing campaign—that may be perceived as less challenging than producing a second idea 

for another book irrespective of its novelty. 

Study 3: Methods 

Participants, Tasks, and Procedures 

In exchange for 2.50 US Dollars, 367 individuals participated in our study (ERIM 

Internal Review Board, title: creativity scenario study, protocol number: ETH2122-0314). We 

eliminated 78 participants because of failure to pass the attention checks, resulting in a final 

sample size of 289. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions of a 2 

(novelty: novel vs. conventional) × 2 (award: award vs. no award) between-subjects design.  

We asked participants to conduct a thought experiment and imagine that they were a first-

time cookbook author. We then described the cookbook idea that they had developed—a book 

that brings to the world the true healing powers of food. Following this, and based on the 

experimental design of Study 2, we manipulated idea novelty and winning an award. Next, we 

informed participants that, moving forward, they would have the opportunity to either develop a 

second idea for a new cookbook or exploit the success of the first cookbook by developing a 

sequel based on the first cookbook or by developing a marketing campaign for the first 

cookbook. We asked participants to keep these options in mind while completing a measure 

capturing the extent to which they perceived that these options would produce a threat to their 
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creative identity. At this point, we also measured two alternative mediating variables. 

Afterwards, participants were asked to choose between the options we presented to them earlier. 

Manipulations 

Novelty Manipulation 

As in Study 2, we manipulated novelty by providing participants with feedback about the 

imaginary cookbook they had written. In the novel condition (N = 154), participants were told 

that their cookbook was praised as “highly original and novel—a clear departure from what is 

currently available in the marketplace.” In the conventional condition (N = 135), we told 

participants that their first cookbook was considered to be “very solid and traditional—perfectly 

in line with a lot of other cookbooks currently available in the marketplace.” 

Award Manipulation 

Also as is Study 2, participants in the award condition (N = 133) were told that their 

cookbook garnered some “critical acclaim and ended-up winning a prestigious cookbook 

award—the James Beard Award.” In the no award condition (N = 156), we told participants that 

their cookbook did not end-up winning any cookbook awards and seems to be “flying under the 

radar of major food critics and award-granting institutions.” 

Measures 

Creative Identity: Manipulation Check 

To verify that our manipulation was successful in establishing a creative identity, we 

measure this variable with a five-item scale, which was based on the creative role identity scale 

developed by Farmer et al. (2003). Using a response scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 

strongly agree, participants respondent to items such as: “Right now, I feel that being creative is 

an important part of who I am” (Cronbach’s alpha = .911). Results demonstrate that our novelty 

manipulation has the intended effects (novel condition: mean = 5.949, SD = .065; conventional 
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condition: mean = 5.763, SD = .076; t = −1.869; p < .05, one-tailed). Awards, which serve to 

make salient the creative identity rather than strengthening it, and the interaction between award 

and novelty did not significantly impact creative identity (ps > .10). 

Threat to Creative Identity 

We used the same items as in Study 2 to measure creative identity threat (Cronbach’s 

alpha = .929). 

Development of Second Idea 

We presented two options to participants—to either develop an idea for a second, new 

cookbook (coded as 1) or to exploit their work by developing an idea for a sequel or for a 

marketing campaign for the first cookbook they had written (coded as 0).  

Study 3: Results 

Table 6 shows descriptive statistics and Pearson correlations. In Table 7, we report the 

OLS regression estimates for the effects of novelty and winning an award on perceived creative 

identity threat. In support of Hypothesis 2, we find a positive and statistically significant 

interaction between award and novelty on perceived creative identity threat (Model 3: β = .684, p 

< .05). We depict this interaction in Figure 3. Similar to the results of Study 2, receiving an 

award in the novelty condition significantly increases participants’ perceived threat to their 

creative identity in the context of anticipating having to develop a second novel idea. Planned 

contrasts confirm that participants in the high novelty/award condition perceive a greater threat 

to their creative identity than participants in other conditions (F[1, 285] = 4.158, ps < .05). 

Insert Tables 6 & 7 and Figure 3 about here 

We ran a logistic regression analysis to predict whether participants decided to develop a 

second, new cookbook idea or opted for more exploitative options. Again, we find evidence in 

support of Hypothesis 2, as perceived creativity threat has a significant and negative effect on the 
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likelihood that a participant decides to develop a second, new cookbook idea (Model 7: β = 

−.491, p < .001).5 In addition, we find an indirect effect of the novelty-award interaction on the 

production of a second cookbook idea via creative identity threat (index of moderated mediation 

= −.315, 95% CI [−.669; −.003]) (Hayes, 2017). The indirect effect of novelty is negative and 

significant in the award condition (β = −.346, 95% CI [−.621; −.121]) but not significant in the 

no award condition (β = −.032, 95% CI [−.269; .191]).  

It is conceivable that mechanisms other than creative identity threat may be operative in 

our experiment. On the one hand, having produced award-winning work of greater novelty may 

cause producers to believe that their creativity is exhausted and is likely to decline over time, a 

belief known as the creative cliff illusion (Lucas & Nordgren, 2020). The formation of such a 

belief might decrease participants’ desire to generate a second cookbook idea. On the other hand, 

producers of highly novel and award-winning ideas may not be willing to produce a second, new 

cookbook idea because of their desire to exploit the investments made into and capabilities 

developed from having developed their first cookbook idea (Mom et al., 2009). 

To rule out these alternative mechanisms, at the same time that we measured creative 

identity threat we also measured both declining creativity beliefs using the three-item scale 

developed by Lucas and Nordgren (2020) (Cronbach’s alpha = .927) as well as the desire to 

exploit with four items based on those developed by Mom and colleagues (2009) (Cronbach’s 

alpha = .750). Our results demonstrate that the belief that creativity declines over time and the 

desire to exploit both have a statistically significant and negative effect on the likelihood that 

participants decided to develop a second, new idea. The effect of creative identity threat, 

however, remained significant when controlling for declining creativity beliefs and exploitation 

 
5 Results of a multinomial logistic regression analysis with second, novel idea as the base outcome confirms that 

participants who experience a greater threat to their creative identity are both more likely to develop a sequel based 

on the first cookbook and more likely to develop a marketing plan for the first book. 
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inclinations. In addition, the interaction between novelty of the first cookbook and winning an 

award was not significantly associated with declining creativity beliefs or exploitation 

inclinations. Therefore, we can rule out both variables as alternative mediating mechanisms. 

Study 3: Discussion 

In Study 3, we replicated the findings of our second study and found additional support 

for Hypothesis 2. The results demonstrate that participants experienced a greater threat to their 

creative identity when producers of award-winning, novel work were confronted with the 

possibility of having to continue on their creative journey by having to produce original work yet 

again. Given the perceived threat to their creative identity, such producers were less likely to 

develop a second, new idea and instead opted to capitalize on their initial production. In our 

experiment, this included the opportunity to produce an idea for a sequel based to the first 

production or a marketing plan for it. In addition, the results of this study allow us to rule out two 

competing mediating mechanisms related to individuals’ belief that their creativity declines over 

time and their desire to exploit their initial production.  

General Discussion 

Overall, our results highlight an interesting paradox. Creativity requires that an idea 

contains at least some amount of novelty (Askin & Mauskapf, 2017; Boudreau et al., 2016; 

Criscuolo et al., 2017; Haas et al., 2015; Rindova & Petkova, 2007; Uzzi et al., 2013). Yet, 

among the producers of award-winning work, having produced work of greater novelty makes it 

less likely that they will produce follow-up work, particularly work of greater novelty. In 

essence, the conditions that are essential to a creative production appear to constrain a producer’s 

tendency to continue to remain creatively productive. 

Our reasoning that novelty would increase the probability of follow-up creative activity 

among non-winners because of their tendency to act consistent with their creative identities did 

not bear out in our studies. In fact, we observed a negative and significant effect of novelty 
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among non-winners in Study 1 and no significant effects of novelty in the no award condition in 

Studies 2 and 3. One explanation for these different findings might be that in Study 1 producers 

of novel work, even non-winners, become aware of the fact (after publishing their first book) that 

audiences desire some balance between conventionality and novelty—work that is too novel 

simply does not sell as well (Fox & Weber, 2002; Haas et al., 2015). Given this awareness 

(which participants in Studies 2 and 3 are unlikely to develop), such authors are likely to become 

more hesitant and conservative in their approach to creativity, possibly resulting in the premature 

termination of their creative efforts. 

Our results also refine our understanding of the functionality of awards. Consistent with 

previous work, our findings in Study 1 confirm that winning an award has certain benefits 

whereby award-winning first-time authors are more likely to publish again. Yet, our findings 

highlight that the effect of winning an award is not universally positive. Indeed, as the results of 

Studies 2 and 3 demonstrate, being recognized for one’s contribution can cause producers of 

novel work, when faced with the prospect of having to produce follow-up creative work, to 

experience a threat to their creative identity. The prospect of seeing one’s creative identity erode, 

in turn, causes individuals to shy away from investing their energies into the development of new 

creative work and to instead opt for a “safer” option—investing energies into the development of 

ways to extract value from one’s first production. Kovács and Sharkey (2014) observed that 

winning an award can have negative consequences, such as prizewinning books attracting a 

broader readership—a readership that brings with it differing tastes, ultimately resulting in book 

evaluations deteriorating over time. Our results add to this conversation by highlighting that 

winning an award for novel work can, in the context of trying to develop follow-up creative 

work, produce a threat that may lead to the termination of creative efforts in that domain. 

Our results have some important practical implications. Having produced novel, award-

winning work can, in the context of facing the decision to produce follow-up creative work, 
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trigger a threat to a person’s creative identity undermining future creative productivity, and 

producers and their managers need to be aware of this possibility. This applies to a wide range of 

first-time producers of creative work. For instance, in a corporate context, first-time producers 

might refer to employees who submit ideas to a corporate innovation program for the first time. 

In creative industries, first-time producers might refer to artists who release their first song, 

writers who write their first screen play, or developers who design their first video game. 

To reduce the extent to which first-time producers perceive a threat to their creative 

identity, we offer three suggestions. First, producers could consider cultivating behaviors and 

techniques known to enhance the extent to which they can produce novel ideas more reliably 

(Amabile, 1996). The authors that we interviewed for our first study did not mention that they 

followed any structured approaches to generating novelty. Without such approaches, novel ideas 

are more precarious and the threat to one’s creative identity more real. To combat this, producers 

could, for instance, make use of the work on the “Innovator’s DNA” that has produced insights 

into the types of behaviors that can enhance creativity consistently (Dyer et al., 2008). 

Second, team-level resources may ameliorate the threat to a person’s creative identity, 

thereby allowing individuals to sustain their creativity over time. Research suggests that 

producers become more receptive to teamwork once they successfully developed ideas alone in 

the past (Deichmann & Jensen, 2018). In addition, working with a team of collaborators 

increases chances of subsequent success—suggesting that producers may be able to sustain their 

creativity over time and reduce a threat to their creative identity when they entertain the 

possibility of engaging a more collaborative approach to producing creative work over time. 

Our final recommendation is to enhance the psychological safety that creative producers 

experience (Edmondson & Lei, 2014). Producing follow-up work that could be perceived as less 

impressive constitutes taking a risk. However, in an environment in which interpersonal risk 

tasking is made more acceptable and less consequential, the shadow of the threat to one’s 
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creative identity may be shorter. Thus, nurturing an environment in which risks can be taken and 

failures are seen as opportunities is one way for managers to lessen the threat first-time 

producers may experience. 

Limitations and Future Research 

First, our results are less likely to apply to contexts in which creativity is primarily of the 

incremental type. In such circumstances, a creative identity is less likely to develop in the first 

place and a threat is less likely to be perceived as a result. 

Second, while our focus on first-time authors is integral to our attempt to establish the 

validity of our theoretical model, this focus is also constraining. About 50 percent of authors in 

Study 1 published a second cookbook in the five years following the publication of their first 

book and it is possible that some of these authors go on to publish more work in the future. 

Given this, it would be interesting for future research to expand upon the basic model we 

introduced to identify the factors that allow producers to sustain their appetite for producing 

novel work over time. 

Next, although our results are consistent with our theory, we have no direct evidence as 

to how precisely first-time producers restructure their identity in response to a perceived threat. 

Thus, we call for future research to more closely examine empirically the identity-related 

responses that producers engage when they perceive a potential threat to their creative identity.  

Finally, another avenue for future research is to examine more closely the various ways 

in which producers of novel, award-winning work exploit their investments, and with what 

success (Audia & Goncalo, 2007; George, 2007). The results of our studies suggest that 

producers tend to exploit their investments by engaging in a range of activities that are largely 

unrelated to the primary activity of producing novel work in their domain. Thus, it would be 

interesting to examine the effect of novelty and awards on producers’ ability to succeed in these 
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activities and the precise nature of the activities that producers engage when forgoing the 

opportunity to create novelty. 

Conclusion 

The results of our three studies suggest that award-winning producers of novel work (or 

ideas for them) are less likely to follow-up their initial creative production with a second one in 

the same domain, largely because of the erosion to a person’s creative identity that doing so may 

cause. Given the importance of sustained creativity for competitive advantage, our findings serve 

as a reminder of the fragility of such advantage and as a call for future research into how 

organizations can help create the conditions that allow creative producers to sustain their 

creativity over time.  
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 Table 1 

 Lexica for Novelty and Conventionality 

 Words that reflect novelty Words that reflect conventionality  

From Uotila et al. (2009) explor* exploit* 

 search* refine* 
 variation* choice* 

 risk* production* 

 experiment* efficien* 
 play* select* 

 flexib* implement* 

 discover* execut* 
 innovat*  

Added for this study creativ* tradition* 

 new* old* 
 inspir* classic* 

 radical* historic* 

 revolution* heritag* 

 invent* authentic* 

 edge* familiar* 

 modern* favo* 
 twist* ancient* 

 differen* tried* 

 excit* convention* 
 imagin* tested 

 ingeniou* useful* 

 idea* helpful* 
 unusual* staple 

  nostal* 

  grandmother* 
  solid* 

Note. *Considering all possible variants of this word. 
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 Table 2 

 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations, Study 1 

 

 

  
N Mean SD Min. Max. 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Publication of second book 224 0.500 0.501 0 1      

2. Novelty 224 0.551 0.365 0 1 -0.155*     

3. Award 224 0.129 0.336 0 1 0.200** 0.104    
4. Author age (ln) 224 3.692 0.248 3.045 4.382 -0.077 0.005 0.035   

5. Female author 224 0.670 0.471 0 1 -0.152* 0.028 -0.125+ 0.006  

6. Author lives outside UK 224 0.451 0.499 0 1 0.063 -0.093 0.051 -0.015 -0.031 

7. Author Michelin starred restaurant chef/owner 224 0.080 0.272 0 1 0.033 0.125+ 0.131+ 0.023 -0.211** 

8. Commercial success of first book (ln) 224 1.489 1.348 0 6.286 0.189** 0.053 0.039 -0.016 -0.084 
9. Food & drink general 224 0.679 0.468 0 1 0.057 0.073 -0.019 -0.166* -0.036 

10. National & regional cuisine 224 0.170 0.376 0 1 -0.071 -0.109 0.145* 0.157* 0.039 

11. Health dieting & wholefood cookery 224 0.098 0.298 0 1 0.090 0.079 -0.083 0.160* 0.009 
12. Vegetarian cookery 224 0.054 0.226 0 1 -0.119+ -0.073 -0.092 -0.130+ -0.002 

13. Recommended retail price (ln) 224 2.854 0.397 1.607 5.209 0.193** 0.020 0.213** 0.126+ -0.179** 

14. Hardback 224 0.688 0.465 0 1 0.154* 0.055 0.117+ -0.026 -0.085 
15. Total word count (ln) 224 4.972 0.510 1.386 5.996 0.004 0.156* 0.143* 0.027 -0.007   

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  

6. Author lives outside UK           

7. Author Michelin starred restaurant chef/owner -0.169*          

8. Commercial success of first book -0.551*** 0.242***         
9. Food & drink general -0.241*** -0.008 0.052        

10. National & regional cuisine 0.045 0.085 0.076 -0.657***       

11. Health dieting & wholefood cookery 0.153* -0.098 -0.029 -0.480*** -0.149*      
12. Vegetarian cookery 0.223*** 0.003 -0.197** -0.346*** -0.108 -0.079     

13. Recommended retail price (ln) 0.036 0.246*** 0.171* -0.063 0.220*** -0.142* -0.049    

14. Hardback -0.183** 0.128+ 0.269*** 0.196** 0.151* -0.295*** -0.267*** 0.456***   
15. Total word count (ln) -0.203** 0.140* 0.260*** -0.071 0.090 0.029 -0.040 0.202*** 0.055  

Note. + p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. 
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 Table 3 

 Analysis of Publication of Second Book, Study 1 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Constant 0.967 1.023 1.815 2.043 0.280 

 (2.541) (2.760) (2.674) (2.735) (0.249) 
Author age (ln) -0.965+ -0.997 -0.993+ -1.052+  

 (0.558) (0.614) (0.594) (0.625)  

Female author -0.460 -0.426 -0.335 -0.348  
 (0.289) (0.304) (0.282) (0.288)  

Author lives outside UK 0.991** 0.978** 0.899* 0.844*  

 (0.335) (0.339) (0.351) (0.360)  
Author is Michelin starred  -0.348 -0.139 -0.178 -0.114  

   restaurant chef/ owner (0.602) (0.607) (0.658) (0.628)  

Commercial success of 0.467** 0.457** 0.462** 0.469**  
   first book (ln) (0.170) (0.172) (0.166) (0.167)  

National & regional  -0.732* -0.924* -1.094** -1.069**  

   cuisine (0.373) (0.391) (0.373) (0.390)  
Health dieting &  0.712 0.885+ 1.035* 1.035*  

   wholefood cookery (0.481) (0.515) (0.499) (0.497)  

Vegetarian cookery -1.154 -1.332+ -1.140 -1.112  
 (0.739) (0.765) (0.796) (0.791)  

Recommended retail  1.023+ 1.060* 0.900+ 0.925+  
   price (ln) (0.529) (0.535) (0.515) (0.499)  

Hardback 0.290 0.371 0.426+ 0.327  

 (0.264) (0.251) (0.255) (0.242)  
Total word count (ln) -0.243 -0.129 -0.228 -0.253  

 (0.249) (0.247) (0.247) (0.246)  

Novelty  -1.210** -1.384*** -1.147** -0.815* 
  (0.372) (0.374) (0.386) (0.376) 

Awards   1.453*** 5.448*** 5.629*** 

   (0.400) (1.206) (1.554) 

Novelty ×    -5.047*** -5.251** 

   Award    (1.464) (1.823) 
      

Wald χ² 45.520 53.650 81.300 102.810 21.690 

Log pseudolikelihood -136.592 -132.476 -128.094 -125.751 -144.241 
N 224 224 224 224 224 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

+ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Two-tailed tests. 
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 Table 4 

 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations, Study 2 

 

 

 

 

  Table 5 

  Analysis of Threat to Creative Identity and Development of Second Idea, Study 2 

 Threat to creative identity Development of second idea 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 

Constant 3.328*** 3.289*** 3.440*** -1.129*** -1.042*** -1.099*** -0.167 

 (0.110) (0.131) (0.147) (0.203) (0.242) (0.272) (0.488) 

Novelty 0.089 0.091 -0.201 -0.436 -0.442 -0.320 -0.386 

 (0.155) (0.155) (0.205) (0.306) (0.307) (0.396) (0.402) 
Award  0.086 -0.249  -0.199 -0.069 -0.136 

  (0.156) (0.219)  (0.310) (0.410) (0.415) 

Novelty ×   0.671*   -0.304 -0.112 

   Award   (0.310)   (0.630) (0.641) 
Threat to creative identity       -0.280* 

       (0.125) 

        
F 0.327 0.315 1.769     

Log likelihood -433.920 -433.767 -431.418 -134.078 -133.870 -133.753 -131.185 

N 264 264 264 264 264 264 264 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses. 

+ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Two-tailed tests. 
 

 

  N Mean SD Min. Max. 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Development of second idea 264 0.208 0.407 0 1      

2. Novelty 264 0.504 0.501 0 1 -0.088     

3. Award 264 0.436 0.497 0 1 -0.037 -0.030    
4. Threat to creative identity 264 3.373 1.255 1 6.286 -0.145* 0.035 0.033   

5. Female 264 0.492 0.501 0 1 0.110+ -0.068 -0.055 0.123*  

6. Age 264 21.811 1.371 19 29 0.023 0.018 -0.046 -0.141* -0.096 

Note. + p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.  
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 Table 6 

 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations, Study 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 7 

  Analysis of Threat to Creative Identity and Development of Second Idea, Study 3 

 Threat to creative identity Development of second idea 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 

Constant 3.829*** 3.713*** 3.866*** -0.627*** -0.640** -0.545* 1.295** 

 (0.123) (0.141) (0.159) (0.181) (0.209) (0.233) (0.437) 

Novelty 0.403* 0.380* 0.069 -0.105 -0.108 -0.309 -0.317 

 (0.168) (0.168) (0.226) (0.250) (0.250) (0.341) (0.360) 
Award  0.279+ -0.091  0.032 -0.202 -0.265 

  (0.168) (0.247)  (0.251) (0.369) (0.389) 

Novelty ×   0.684*   0.440 0.847 

   Award   (0.336)   (0.505) (0.539) 
Threat to creative identity       -0.491*** 

       (0.099) 

        
F 5.770 4.279 4.270     

Log likelihood -511.259 -509.875 -507.782 -184.322 -184.314 -183.934 -170.234 

N 289 289 289 289 289 289 289 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses. 

+ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Two-tailed tests. 

 

  N Mean SD Min. Max. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. Development of second idea 289 0.336 0.473 0 1         

2. Novelty 289 0.533 0.500 0 1 -0.025        

3. Award 289 0.460 0.499 0 1 0.005 0.085       
4. Threat to creative identity 289 4.044 1.436 1 7 -0.293*** 0.140* 0.108+      

5. Creative identity 289 5.862 0.844 2.400 7 0.040 0.110+ 0.057 -0.186**     

6. Declining creativity beliefs 289 4.046 1.339 1 7 -0.317*** 0.160** 0.062 0.477*** -0.088    

7. Exploitation inclination 289 5.103 0.834 1.500 7 -0.369*** 0.101+ 0.042 0.246*** 0.087 0.304***   

8. Female 289 0.529 0.500 0 1 -0.035 -0.049 0.036 0.212*** -0.039 0.098+ 0.054  
9. Age 289 39.920 12.377 19 65 -0.066 0.010 0.044 -0.173** -0.041 -0.033 -0.078 -0.072 

Note. + p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.  
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  Figure 1 

  Interaction between Novelty and Award on Publication of Second Book, Study 1 

 

 Figure 2 

 Interaction between Novelty and Award on Threat to Creative Identity, Study 2 
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  Figure 3 

  Interaction between Novelty and Award on Threat to Creative Identity, Study 3 
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